
DESCRIPTION

Agriculture is the oldest enterprise in the global and the
biggest even today. It is recognized as one of the
maximum huge financial sports throughout all
components of the arena as it produces the ones items
which can be crucial for the survival of human being. Its
contribution to financial improvement of a rustic is huge
and in maximum of the growing nations, agriculture is the
best important current enterprise. Most of those nations
need to rely a great deal upon the improvement of
agricultural region for his or her financial improvement as
a way to meet the call for meals, to earn for over-head
funding and enlargement of secondary industries to
satisfy the developing call for employment and to elevate
greater profits of rural people. Agriculture is a number
one interest. It is described because the cultivation of the
soil as a way to develop meals crops(like rice, wheat,
coarse cereals and pulses), industrial crops (oil seeds,
cotton and sugarcane), plantation crops(tea, coffee),
horticulture(fruits, vegetable, flowers, spices, coconut,
pisciculture, agriculture and rearing of livestock.
Agriculture has been located to make contributions a
completely massive proportion of GDP of maximum of
the economies earlier than commercial improvement take
region in them. As the manner of commercial
improvement quickens, the proportion of non-agricultural
region in GDP has a tendency to boom steadily.
Simultaneously, the relative proportion of agriculture
shrinks and yields in region to that of producing and
carrier sectors. This does now no longer suggest that the
rural manufacturing does now no longer boom .It best
means that the increase in manufacturing of commercial
and carrier. Agriculture performs a main function in
financial increase and improvement. As the issuer of

meals, it's far a cornerstone of human existence. As a
furnished of commercial uncooked substances, it's far a
vital contributor to financial interest in different sectors of
the economic system. Agriculture is a huge consumer of
herbal sources, specifically land and water. Its sports
have a main effect on the availability of those sources
and their quality. As an enterprise based on biology,
agriculture has a main effect on ecosystems and on non-
agricultural flowers and animals, specifically in phrases of
biodiversity. As with maximum varieties of human
interest, agricultural sports will have terrible
environmental impacts (generate terrible environmental
externalities) manifested in soil degradation and erosion,
air and water pollution, and lack of biodiversity. However,
in comparison to many varieties of financial interest,
agriculture also can generate tremendous externalities as
contemplated in the advent and upkeep of appealing
landscapes, and contributing to the control of water
elements and upkeep of natural world habitat. Agriculture
has played, and maintains to play, a key function in
international financial improvement.

CONCLUSION

Agriculture has been located to make contributions a
completely massive proportion of GDP of maximum of
the economies earlier than commercial improvement take
region in them. Preindustrial economies have been
characterized with the aid of using a massive proportion
of the economically lively populace engaged in an
agricultural region characterized with the aid of using low
labor productivity. The presence of surplus labor in
agriculture became recognized with the aid of using
Lewis as a pre-situation for increase in the relaxation of
the economic system.
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